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"Everyday"

Life has it's ups and downs
But all I'm witnessing is struggle around
I Wish I could help make a change,
But it's so much hurt around me,
So much pain

So why
(Why, Why)
Can't we all just get along?
And try
(Try, Try)
Try to hold on,
Try to be strong
Now is the time
(Time, Time)
For us to start
To open our hearts,
Let love in our lives
(Life, Life)
Keep your head up,
Up to the sky
Because...

Every day it'd be beautiful
(Every day)
Every cloud has it's time before the sun
To no highs and lots of lows
Things don't always go the way they're supposed
That's the only thing that's for sure

Last night someone's son died
(somebody's son died)
So much pain in his mother's eyes
Disease and terror
Got my soul drained
Propaganda and lies
Got the world changed

(So tell me)
So Why
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(Why, Why)
Can't we all just live as one?
And try
(Try, Try)
Try to hold on,
Try to be strong
Now is the time
(Time, Time)
For us to start
To open our hearts,
Let love in our lives
(Life, Life)
So keep your heads up,
Up to the sky
Because...

Every day it'd be beautiful
(Every day)
Every cloud has it's time before the sun
To no highs and lots of lows
Things don't always go the way they're supposed
That's the only thing that's for sure

All we need is love,
War is not the answer
So much hatred around
Spreading,
It's like cancer
Tryna to find my way out
So I reach for the clouds
Pray for a brighter day
Need you to send some love my way God
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